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spoiler alert
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by using

ambitious
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models
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autodiff
hmc
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* automatic differentiation & Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
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data analysis
what is

anyways?



parameters
data

the probability of 

given some



p(physics | data)



modelwe need a

inferenceand a way to do

* & probably a way to evaluate it (efficiently?)

*



+ + + =

planet* star spacecraft detector Kepler/K2

our model

* optional, of course 



+ + + =

planet* star spacecraft detector Kepler/K2

our model

rodluger/starry
dfm/celerite

rodluger/everest**

** these are all GitHub repositories
* optional, of course 



modelwe need a

inferenceand a way to do

* & probably a way to evaluate it (efficiently?)

*



fitting
"inference" is a fancy word for



mcmc
in astronomy, we often use



but
there are some problems



an incomplete list of reasons why the 
Inference Button™ might not Just Work

1  you have a lot of data 
2  you have a lot of parameters 
3  you have a lot of datasets 
4  turns out inference is Hard*

* especially when you try to automate it
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how things should be



reduce
the number of 

model evaluations needed

the ultimate goal is to



Hamiltonian 
Monte 
Carlo



derivatives
but hmc needs

* not those derivatives

*



d p(physics | data)
d physics



credit: Rodrigo Luger

transit light curve derivative w.r.t.
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parameters



derivatives
computing all these

super fundoesn't sound



credit: Rodrigo Luger

transit light curve derivative w.r.t.
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automatic 
differentiation

* AKA "backpropagation"; AKA "the chain rule"
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PyMC3

built on top of
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exoplanet
is the plumbing for your

pipeline



you
it will help

Kepler/K2
get more out of the

data



1  multiplanet systems 
2  RVs & transits 
3  scalable gaussian processes 
4  and much more

exoplanet 
has support for

* and all the derivatives



1  robust 
2  efficient 
3  well tested 
4  & well documented

exoplanet 
is



exoplanet.dfm.io
I can't wait to see what you build!

* PS how's your code doing?


